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INTRODUCTION

This article is concerned with the problem of reading and interpreting
the Argentine literary magazine Sur, which was published regularly
between 1931 and 1970 (and irregularly thereafter) as an elegant fusion
of fiction, poetry, philosophy, plastic arts, and social commentary. That a
magazine should be chosen as a research topic reflects the reality of
Argentine literary life in the twentieth century. Such publications of
fered many writers their main opportunity to put forward ideas in the
forms of works of literature and critical or general essays. Most maga
zines lasted for very few years, but Sur, thanks to the quality of its
contributors and the sound financial base of its founder, Victoria
Ocampo, was to have an important influence on several generations. 1

As yet, few comprehensive studies have been made of literary
magazines from any part of the world, which has meant that the specific
problems of dealing with a composite text are only just beginning to be
recognized and elaborated." The introductory remark made by Francis
Mulhern in his recent book on the English critical magazine Scrutiny can
equally apply to this study:

It will doubtless be noticed that the book lacks a systematic theoretical
and methodological preamble.... This was largely a matter of necessity. Few
precedents exist for the study of a journal as such; it would quite evidently have
been inadequate to construct a schema, by derivation and specification from the
existing conceptual resources ... , and it would just as evidently have been
illegitimate to elicit one by induction from the investigation of a single case."

Yet, with this qualification, it will be argued that Sur should not
just be treated as an anthology that came out every month or two, but
rather as a process-with its own internal history and contradictions
which developed in a certain political and cultural setting. Its discourse
remained coherent throughout the period of its publication and can thus
be traced through the changing conditions of Argentina in the mid-

*1 would like to thank Paul Commack, Tim Duncan, and Gerald Martin for their comments
on this manuscript.
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twentieth century. To analyze this magazine also helps to locate in their
ideological and social context writers, such as Jorge Luis Borges, who
are normally seen as only inhabiting the abstract world of literature.
Most literary critics accept the fact that texts exist in an intertextual
world, that conventions, precursors, and styles restrict the notion of
individual production." Yet few consider, especially in the case of Bor
ges, that institutional and ideological determinants might act in a similar
way. Literary magazines, by their very nature, ask the reader actively to
explore the mediations between literature, history, and sociology, dis
ciplines that are often closed up around their own premises and as
sumptions.

THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF SUR

The 1920s had seen the growth of a number of "little magazines" in
Buenos Aires, which came to be grouped around the two geographical
and ideological poles of Florida and Boedo." The little magazines of
Florida-named after the fashionable main street of Buenos Aires-ex
perimented with the many and varied avant-garde movements spawned
by the 1920s. The publications of Boedo-a working class district-at
tempted to define a new "realist" socialist consciousness. There has
been much debate as to the differences between these two groups of
young writers: Borges has dismissed the whole experience as a "sham
literary feud, cooked up in Buenos Aires."6 Yet it seems clear that there
was more to the dispute than this and other memoir accounts suggest. 7

One notable polemic inside the pages of the most representative
and irreverent of the Florida magazines, Martin Fierro, illustrates this
point. Roberto Mariani of the Boedo group opens his attack on the
magazine by disputing its use of "nationalist symbols": "lPor que los
que hacen Martin Fierro, revista literaria, se han puesto bajo la advoca
cion de tal simbolo, si precisamente tienen todos una cultura europea,
un lenguaje literario complicado y siitil y una elegancia francesca?"8
Evar Mendez, the editor of Martin Fierro, rejects such an approach by
pouring scorn on the left's answer to the avant-garde: "Apareci6 Ex
trema Izquierda, i'Salutte'! Muy realista, muy muy humana. Sobre todo
esto-hay en sus paginas un realismo exuberante, el lexico que zaran
dean sus redactores es de un extremado realismo: masturbaci6n, prosti
tuci6n, placas sifiliticas, piojos, pelandrunas, que Ie pari6 etc. etc. Muy,
muy realista."?

Although one cannot divide the Buenos Aires cultural groups
into rigidly defined ideological positions, the differences between them
were marked. The solemn, rather pious young radicals of Boedo were
faced with problems similar to those of Henri Barbusse, the founder of
the Clarte movement in France: both tried to disseminate the teachings
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of rationalism and socialism to the masses with no real working class
support, and in a climate of increasing censorship. 10 Evar Mendez, on
the other hand, closed Martin Fierro rather than have his magazine take
an overtly political stand. II It is interesting in this context that in 1926,
Ricardo Cuiraldes published Don Segundo Sombra, and Roberto Arlt £1
juguete rabioso. These two writers, with their divergent views as to the
social function of literature, can be taken as symbols of the split that
existed in Argentina even in the 1920s and continued with the appear
ance of Sur in 1931: whereas Cuiraldes is a constant memory in Sur-the
first edition bears his photograph-Arlt never would be published.

One magazine stood apart from these acrimonious, but youthful,
debates, on occasion offering paternal advice: Nosotros, founded by Ro
berto Giusti and Alfredo Bianchi in 1907. This is the only magazine to
rival Sur in terms of length and scope of publication, but the differences
are marked. Nosotros was willing to maintain dialogues with all sectors
of Argentine cultural life and was interested in problems of Latin Ameri
ca; it tended to be eclectic and include work of very varied quality. 12 This
should be contrasted to Sur, which maintained its standards and re
stricted its dialogue. As Giusti, the editor of Nosotros, says: "Nosotros
estaba abierta a todos los escritores argentinos, asi tuviera 60 como 25
afios. Sur en cambio estaba limitada a un pequefio grupo y a ciertos
escritores extranjeros."13 Nosotros continued into the 1930s, but in de
cline; its moment ended in the 1920s. Similarly, the avant-garde move
ments to a large extent ran out of ideas and energy. It was Sur that was
to "set the standard" for the coming years, and was to recruit from the
ranks of the Florida magazines.

Sur was supported by the personal fortune of its founder, Victoria
Ocampo. Initially, it began as a family enterprise, albeit a divided one:
Victoria Ocampo; her sister Silvina, who later married Bioy Casares, the
friend and collaborator of Borges; Borges himself; 14 Eduardo Mallea, the
literary editor of La Nacion and close friend of Victoria Ocampo; Maria
Rosa Oliver, who lived "just across the road";15 and Guillermo de Torre,
who married Borges' sister. Other Argentines also participated, most
significantly Jose Bianco and the two most distinguished Latin American
writers resident at the time in Buenos Aires: Alfonso Reyes and Pedro
Henriquez Urena. 16

In addition to financial support, the magazine was sustained by
the energy of Victoria Ocampo: "Sur me ha pertenecido y pertenece
materialmente. En 10 espiritual ha sido compartida con un grupo de
escritores."17 This material! spiritual division is important in any defini
tion of Sur. It aspired to be the expression of a clerisy disinterested in
everyday affairs, and yet was deeply rooted in a liberal aristocratic tradi
tion (this conflict will be analyzed below). The quotation underlines
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another important point: to read the magazine merely as a reflection of
Victoria Ocampo's very personal literary tastes or class background is to
simplify and distort. 18 At best this can produce only a partial reading
and at worst a merely anecdotal one. No editor can ensure that a com
posite text confirms his own ideas and tastes unless he writes every
article himself. We thus speak of a group acting under the direction and
even censorship of Victoria Ocampo and Jose Bianco, the writer, who
served as managing editor (jefe de redacci6n) from 1938 to 1961 and who
was largely responsible for guaranteeing the quality and continuity of
the contributions over that period.

The name Sur originally derived from an attempt at a dialogue
with North America. The American novelist and essayist, Waldo Frank,
visited Argentina and persuaded Victoria Ocampo into a Pan-American
cultural venture, Norte-Sur. It became clear, however, after a brief flirta
tion with "Americanism" in the first few issues, that the dominant cul
tural matrix would be Europe: "lVolver la espalda a Europa? lSiente el
ridiculo infinito de esa frase?" The scope of the magazine would thus be
enlarged to: "De los que han venido a America, de los que piensan en
America, y de los que son de America."!"

A number of foreign visitors arrived in the 1920s and 1930s: Ta
gore, Drieu de la Rochelle, Waldo Frank, Conde de Keyserling, and Jose
Ortega y Casset: hospitality was always offered them. The family house
was thus of great importance and in many ways the Sur publishing
house was an extension of the Ocampo estate in San Isidro, a Buenos
Aires suburb. It served as a meeting place or perhaps a rallying point for
Argentine intellectuals, as Emir Rodriguez Monegal points out, with
one of Borges' favorite anecdotes: "Cuando Victoria queria que fuese
mos a San Isidro, no nos invitaba: she summoned US."20 Equally, it gave
refuge to visiting intellectuals who were passing through Buenos Aires
on lecture tours or sponsored trips: those not there in person became
accessible through translation. Some of the most significant names of
contemporary literature were first published in Spanish in Sur: Sartre,
Camus, Malraux, Caillois, and Graham Greene are only a few of a
lengthy list.

A constant preoccupation of Argentine cultural groups in the
twentieth century has been that their country, and in particular Buenos
Aires, should be recognized internationally as an important cultural
center. 21 It was felt that Argentine writers and artists could benefit
greatly from closer contact with those from other countries. In this way,
the problems of geographical distance and isolation from metropolitan
centers could be overcome: "Sur ha servido de puente entre Europa y
nuestros escritores."22 It became apparent, subsequently, that the traffic
on this bridge would be largely one way: of Sur writers, only Borges
would be taken up with enthusiasm abroad.
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The "family" nature of the publishing house might also account
for the lack of accurate records as to the size and geographical basis of
Sur's readership. Circulation figures are given as five thousand, which is
quite substantial for an elite magazine. Readership was concentrated in
Buenos Aires, although subscriptions were taken out in all parts of
Argentina. Similarly, other Latin American countries were influenced by
the magazine: both Octavio Paz and Mario Vargas Llosa have talked of
the impact of Sur in their respective countries.P In Europe and North
America, copies were received by academic institutions and certain
friends of the Sur group. It is clear that, at least until the 196Os, the
magazine was read by those with a specific or general interest in literary
matters. Jose Bianco makes an interesting point about the heterogeneity
of the readership (from an interview with the author):

Aqui habia una clase media muy lectora. Lo malo que pasaba con Sur era
que la leian personas de muy diversa condici6n social. En otros paises cada re
vista tiene su publico. En Francia, por ejemplo, ellector que compra una revista
va preparado a encontrar en ella un determinado material de lectura. Sabe que
no encontrara articulos conservadores en Temps Modernes, 0 socializantes en la
Revue de Paris, 0 edificantes en Crapouillot. Pero en Sur se corria siempre el albur
de molestar a alguien. Una maestra normal que lee un articulo de Breton cree
que se estan burlando de ella.

It is clear that there were very few "ideal" readers of Sur; we will return
to this point later.

In the early years Sur suffered from a lack of direction. It started
off boldly and lavishly for several issues, then appeared irregularly be
fore finally settling as a monthly publication in issue 10 (July 1935). It
appeared monthly until 1953, and every two months thereafter. The
usual format is a series of leading articles and then a section of notes
comprised mainly of book reviews.

A content analysis of the magazine reveals certain distinguishing
characteristics:

a. The magazine is made up of "foreign" authors and critics, and
a group of Argentine writers; as such its strategy is clear even if the
choice is on occasion somewhat eclectic.

b. Foreign names usually take pride of place in terms of hierarchy
within the magazine; of the Argentine writers only Borges and perhaps
Victoria Ocampo can be guaranteed to have their contribution as the
"leading" article.

c. Argentine and foreign contributions account for roughly 50
percent each of the main articles, though the subject matter of the Ar
gentine writers is often related to "universal" literature or general philo
sophical ideas. There is very little specific reference to problems in Ar
gentina or Latin America-apart from contributions by Raimundo Lida
and Carlos Erro-for this is felt to be outside the scope of the magazine.
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d. No systematic attempt is made to publish other Latin Ameri
can authors. Certain writers appear regularly, mainly due to personal
friendship-Gabriela Mistral, Octavio Paz, Alfonso Reyes, and later Vir
gilio Pifiera-s-but the main developments in Latin American literature
are not well represented in the pages of Sur, and hardly any critical
reference is made to them. Writers with a specific interest in Latin
American cultural problems, such as Reyes and Henriquez Urena, do
publish occasional articles, but not sufficiently regularly to constitute a
critical strategy. In the main, there is indifference, or sometimes open
polemic, as in the case of Neruda. 24

e. The Notas section occasionally contains essays on contempo
rary affairs, but is mainly a book review section. It varies in length over
the forty years, becoming more consistent (about one third of the maga
zine) in the 1940s and 195Os. Contributors tend to be younger Argentine
writers as well as the regular group. Short notes cover a number of
themes from philosophy to poetry. The critics always pay particular
attention to the titles produced by the Sur publishing house (70 percent
of which are translations), but the selection is not narrowly confined to a
"club." It tends to cover all important Spanish language titles and a
range of foreign language texts. The review section is followed by a
regular column on art, and some of the best coverage of contemporary
movements is offered by Julio Payro, Hugo Parpagnoli; and Damian
Bayon. There is an occasional column on cinema and theatre, but little
attempt to examine the specificity of each. A Calendario, notes on con
temporary affairs in the arts and in politics, appears in the war years and
intermittently thereafter.

From the outset, certain elements can be said to define Sur. One
aspect that has already been mentioned is the "European ideal." This
should be seen in relation to another fundamental concept, that the
writer, whatever his sympathies, should have no commitment to politi
cal activity. Andre Gide and the Nouvelle Revue Francaise offered a literary
model, and Julien Benda and Jose Ortega y Gasset systematized such
ideas. Benda's La trahison des clercs (1927) theorized the notion of a small
disinterested clerisy which was committed to the pursuit of human val
ues and philosophical enquiry, rather than to an involvement in the
political and social spheres. Ortega added that the gap between the elite
and the masses was unbridgeable, and that the intellectual found more
in common with elites from other countries than with the mass of his
fellow countrymen. Traditional functions such as leader, politician, and
priest were rejected in favor of a mission to preserve intelligence and
culture. Ortega visited Argentina twice and influenced writers through
his lectures and the journal he edited, the Revista de Occidente. Contact
with other intellectuals could be made through magazines such as the
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Nouvelle Revue Francoise, the Criterion, and the Reoista de Occidente. The
role of the intellectual, in a world that E. M. Forster gloomily described
in the early 1920s as "a planetful of scraps" was to preserve the con
tinuity of culture and thus give shape and order to human existence.v'

Yet, no writer lives in a historical vacuum. Victoria Ocampo al
\'\Tays saw herself in the tradition of Sarmiento and viewed the develop
ment of Argentina very much as a family affair: "La historia argentina,
que era la de nuestras familias, justo es recordarlo."26 What made the
Argentine establishment of the early twentieth century notable was that
its wealth and power were paralleled by exacting standards of cultiva
tion. There is a tradition of the gentleman/scholar/politician in Argen
tina, with men and women of culture having strong formal and informal
links with the dominant interest groups of society. When the Prince of
Wales came to Buenos Aires to promote a trade fair at this time, he was
entertained by Victoria Ocampo and her friends. Sur was never just a
literary magazine, although perhaps its contributors would argue that it
is the appreciation of literature that makes one fit for life. However, once
defined as fit for life, a contributor had a right to make general state
ments about contemporary matters: the magazine was always to have
an outlook on politics and history which included certain views and
excluded a number of others.

To trace the development and modifications of this discourse over
forty years is a complex task. Sur appeared almost without a break
throughout this period, and charted its own progress in commemorative
issues, celebrating 10, 20, 30, 35, and 40 years of publication. In these
issues, the emphasis is always on the continuity of culture, the unchang
ing order, and the discipline of the intellectual even in troubled times. A
reading of the magazine within the context of Argentina's historical
development, however, suggests certain divisions clearly determined by
"external" factors. "EI juego politico no tiene nada que ver en cierto
sentido, con la actividad invisible y constante de las elites que se realiza
sobre un plano moral-diria y<r-casi metafisico."27 Such a statement
could be justified in the early years of the magazine, until 1936-37, since
no real definition was necessary. Different ideologies coexisted, as the
right-wing nationalist Julio Irazusta comments on his collaboration with
the early issues: "Eduardo Mallea, Henriquez Urena, Maria de Maeztu,
Carmen Gandara, Carlos Alberto Erro, ... e innumeros otros que no
tengo presentes, alternaban con nosostros en un ambiente de conviven
cia civilizada que habra sido acaso igualado, pero no superado en otro
salon literario."28

This conviviality was lost with the outbreak of the Spanish Civil
War and the build-up to the Second World War. Right-wing nationalist
critics, such as the Irazusta brothers and Carlos Ibarguren, moved away
from the magazine's increasingly defined liberal "third position" (be-
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tween communism and fascism, rather than the Peronist use of the
term). In August 1937, the magazine declared itself "outside" politics
when accused of being too radical by a right-wing Catholic newspaper,
yet it is clear that the jealous guarding of the middle ground, under fire
from both left and right, was in itself a political stance. The magazine
supported the Catholic personalism of the Esprit group, such as Mari
tain and Mounier, and was constantly behind the Allied cause through
out the Second World War. Victoria Ocampo, for example, helped to
fund a French literary journal in exile, Lettres Francaises. In these years
especially, Sur was as much a magazine of ideas as a critical and literary
journal, and published a number of essays concerning the impact of the
war and the general polarization of the world into different ideologies.

This need to defend a position reflects the reality of Argentine
economic and social development in the 1930s. The emergence of Sur in
1931, with its model of literary decorum after the high spirited icono
clasm of the 1920s, coincides with a time of deepening crisis. Economi
cally, the Great Depression and Britain's move towards Imperial Prefer
ence threatened the peaceful triangular relationship of the 1920s, when
Argentina sold to Britain and bought increasingly in the United States.
In politics, the Radical strategy proved bankrupt, and the country moved
towards open conservative control through a military takeover and elec
toral fraud, opening what has been called lila decada infame."Sur's re
sponse to this crisis will be analyzed below. At this stage it is sufficient to
say that it defended "civilization" against fascism from without and
protested against fascism from within-the growth of Peronism.

This period also caused certain internal shifts in the magazine.
The Spanish literary exile community increased during the Civil War,
and poets such as Alberti became regular contributors to Sur. During the
war years it was difficult to maintain the flow of articles from Europe,
and this led to what might be termed cultural import substitution. Bor
ges, Silvina Ocampo, Bioy Casares, Jose Bianco, and others directed
their attack against realism and the psychological novel, with the re
examination of the formal complexities and perfection of fantastic litera
ture and detective fiction. It is only in 1939 that Borges is published as
the lead article in Sur, but by 1945 his preeminence is established.

1945 sees the reopening of cultural links with Europe, but also
preludes the closure of Argentine intellectual life under Peron. Imme
diately after the war, Victoria Ocampo and Jose Bianco travelled to Eu
rope and this clearly helped to reestablish contacts. Sur produced several
anthologies of contemporary literature and published early essays by
Sartre, Camus, Malraux, Moravia, and Genet. But already in 1946, essays
were suggesting that, with the growing influence of Peron, totalitarian
ism had taken root in Argentina. One very blunt statement comes in a
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poem by Augusto Federico Schmidt, commemorating the anti-Peronist
rally of 12 October 1945:

"Yo os vi gentes de Buenos Aires
Vi a Victoria Ocampo, esplendida en
el tiempo ... ,
Oi el canto del pueblo
Clamando por la libertad."29

It was, however, in the massive pro-Peronist rally of 17 October that the
real working-class canto del pueblo was heard. From this moment, Pe
ronism becomes equated with dictatorship in Sur's discourse. Borges
also wrote in 1946: "Las dictaduras fomentan la opresion, las dictaduras
fomentan el servilismo, las dictaduras fomentan la crueldad, mas abo
minable es el hecho de fomentar la idiotez.... Combatir estas tristes
monotonias es uno de los muchos deberes del autor."30

The late 1940s saw an attempt to maintain the strategy of Euro
pean contact but with an increasing sense that the group were living as
exiles in their own country. No direct censorship was made of the maga
zine, but an increasing self-censorship operated. There was no com
ment on Evita Peron's death in 1952, only a small black borderline placed
on the cover of issues 213-214 to comply with the government decree on
national mourning. Victoria Ocampo was imprisoned for a fortnight in
1953, and Borges' sister Norah and Sur contributors Carlos Erro, Vicente
Fatone, and Francisco Romero all spent time in Peronist jails. It is not
surprising, therefore, that with the downfall of Peron, Sur brought out
an entire issue entitled "Por la reconstruccion nacional" (Sur 237 [Nov.
Dec. 1955]). The issue condemns the past and makes vague general
promises about a future in which freedom and good literature (the two
terms are synonymous in this issue) will be the norm. Victor Massuh
condemns Peronism because 'Sus valores eran suburbanos y su expre
sion no alcanzo a ser literatura."31

Certainly, the post-Peronist years can be seen as heralding a pro
cess of modernization, but Sur was not to be in the vanguard of this
movement. With the downfall of Peron, Argentina was once again re
ceptive to contemporary movements and fashions. The optimism of the
Frondizi years, which saw a massive inflow of foreign capital into in
dustry, was reflected in the cultural field in middle-class groups eager to
"consume" new trends and reject traditional norms. Juan Carlos Portan
tiero, makes the following observation: "La emergencia de ese estrato
era indicativa de una modernizacion general de la sociedad argentina,
presente tanto en el tipo de consumos ... de las clases medias, cuanto
en la estructura anti-tradicionalista que cornenzo a darse durante ese
periodo a los patrones ideol6gicos dominantes, desde la universidad, en
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plena expansion 'cientificista' hasta los medios de comunicaci6n."32 In
these conditions, Sur, which had always seen itself as the bridge with the
best of Europe, was increasingly under attack as traditional and "ama
teurish," defining standards that no longer seemed applicable to the new
generation. Faced with this threat, how would Sur adapt to the 1960s?

The cultural impact of the Cuban Revolution cannot be under
estimated. In the early years especially, Cuba invited young writers,
awarded literary prizes, and promoted discussion. The generation later
to be called that of the "boom" was closely identified with this cultural
"renaissance" offered by the Revolution. To take an anti-Cuban line in a
literary magazine at the time was virtually to condemn that magazine to
the wilderness. When Victoria Ocampo objected to a visit to Cuba by
Jose Bianco, on the grounds that the magazine would be compromised,
he resigned as jefe de redacci6n, a post in which he had been a guiding
spirit for nearly twenty-five years. This anti-Cuban attitude lost Sur the
cooperation of the boom writers, the Cubans, and a whole generation of
Argentine intellectuals who were closely identified with the Revolution.
Yet it was not the single instance of Cuba that caused this loss of direc
tion; it was symptomatic rather of a general trend. Argentina in the
1960s experienced a general cultural boom. These were the years in
which Cortazar's novels and short stories began to sell in the tens of
thousands, newsweekly magazines such as Primera Plana (founded 1962)
reflected and directed public taste with a circulation of up to one hun
dred thousand copies, and the films of Ingmar Bergman moved out of
the cine clubs and played to full houses all over the city.

Enrique Pezzoni, who took over as jefe de redacci6n, has stated
that he tried to persuade Victoria Ocampo to change the format of the
magazine at that time, but she rcfused.P He tried to convince Argen
tine writers to write for Sur, but in the end found himself contributing to
their magazines. Argentina of the 1960s belonged to newsweekly maga
zines, the most important of which was Primera Plana, or smaller theo
retical or cultural magazines such as LosLibras. Sur was left adrift, unable
to impose its traditional role or adapt to changing conditions. The thirty
fifth anniversary edition was very much a defensive publication, a mus
tering of the old guard. The end carne in 1970, at a time when Argentina
was experiencing the shock of the cordobazo, the growth of youth protest
and guerilla violence. This was not a cultural climate that Sur could
influence or even understand. As Victoria Ocampo says in the final
regular issue: "Pero la difusi6n de la cultura no me parece ser el camino
elegido por la mayoria de la turbulenta juventud contemporanea.T'"
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SUR AND THE CRITICS

Literary criticism is, of course, never innocent. It is necessary to ask
certain questions about its conditions and aims. Sur, in fact, represents
one side of a debate that might be described as universal versus national,
or, more crudely, liberal versus populist. Since liberalism, equated with
Europeanism, had been the dominant discourse in Argentina up to the
1930s, it was natural for opposition expressed in antiliberal ideologies to
be nationalist and anti-European. The terms of the literary debate are set
out clearly by Victoria Ocampo, answering the charge of cultural coloni
alism in the following way: "El colonialismo espiritual no existe puesto
que los bienes espirituales como el verdadero amor (de que habla Shel
ley en Epipsychidion) no disminuyen con el reparto. Las riquezas de la
literatura y el arte son un bien comtin."35 Borges' justly famous essay,
"El escritor argentino y la tradici6n," published in Sur in 1955, can also
be read in this context, as an answer to certain nationalist excesses
(those of Peronism). In this way, the Sur standpoint dissolves historical
or geographical determinants: value, taste, and decorum are outside
such crude debate.

The nationalist view is that "universal" criticism is either Euro
centric or class based (or both) and that it hides indigenous cultures
from their own sense of origin or source. Sarmiento's division between
civilization and barbarism (civilized Europe Ibarbarous America) has
been the touchstone of this debate in Argentina. Victoria Ocampo, as
mentioned previously, had always seen herself as part of this tradition,
while the nationalists displayed wilfully barbarous symbols such as Cali
ban (or, in the case of Argentina, Martin Fierro and Rosas) and rejected
the European model. 36 Critics of Sur dismiss its contributors as europei
zantes concerned with upholding traditional dependency links. The na
tionalist critique often fuses with a class analysis: to be antinationalist is to
defend aristocratic and/ or bourgeois interests. It is alleged that the ab
solute values expressed are fundamentally European and their respon
sibility as critics is not in fact to Art, but to each other, to their own class.
However, the debate has been advanced at such a level of polemic that
the real significance of the study of Sur has been lost. Sur is interesting,
not because it expresses or contradicts the world-view of a particular
critic, but because it offers a model for the analysis of elite ideologies and
their reproduction through the mechanisms and institutions of litera
ture."? It is, therefore, necessary to define terms rather than remain at
the level of generality.

An analysis of how the critical debate around Sur has developed
throughout its history reveals certain continuities amid the changes. The
criticism of socially committed writers was to continue weakly into the
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1930s, although one cannot talk of a sustained "marxisant" analysis
un til the 1950s. Equally, criticism from the right tended to fall back on
antiliberal, anti-European generalizations and put forward as an alterna
tive system clericalism, hispanicism, and colonial values.?" Victoria
Ocampo and Carlos Ibarguren could be part of the same Argentine
delegation to the PEN club conference in 1936, yet Ibarguren's speech to
that gathering shows the gap between them: " . . . de un lado, el factor
del debilitamiento de la influencia europea-este eclipse de una cultura,
esa desconfianza que nos inspira la inestabilidad de Europa, su porvenir,
oscuro e incierto; del otro nuestro anhelo de una personalidad propia.
Aun no hemos encontrado esa expresion propia, pero la buscamos."39

In the late 1930s, a minority nationalist group, FORJA, developed
within radicalism, as a response to the confusion and lack of direction of
the party in those years. It stressed the increasing split between liberal
ism and democracy and opposed the dominance of English imperialism.
Liberalism was seen as the system which had allowed a landowning
elite and foreign interest groups to run the country. The alternative to
this order was to be based on popular antiliberal traditions. The group
was small (as Peron scathingly pointed out: "There are fourteen of them
and they make as much noise as fourteen thousand'v'"), yet they pro
duced a number of important cultural critics, the most persuasive of
these being Arturo Jauretche. His writing from the 1940s has attempted
to define the nature and the effects of elite hegemony and has focused
on Victoria Ocampo as the cultural handmaiden to the dominant eco
nomic groups. In his analysis, the literary model for the Argentine "me
dio pelo" would continue to be Victoria Ocampo and her group.:" The
two major critics who emerged from Peronism, Jorge Abelardo Ramos
and Juan Jose Hernandez Arregui, provided little elaboration or refine
ment to this analysis. Ramos sets out the division that is at the basis of
such criticism:

Emancipaci6n
Rosas, caudillos federales del interior,
revolucion proletaria y popular.
Indo-america-Peron. Conciencia
nacional, literatura americana popular
revolucionaria: Hernandez, Galvez,
Quiroga.:'?

This model identifies Peron with a proletarian ideology, and expresses
the simple faith that popular consciousness, if left to itself, free from
European influences, will spontaneously intensify cultural exchange,
deepen free communication, and liberate creative expression. A note by
Sebreli in Sur points out that this argument works more at the level of
romantic idealism rather than historical materialism: "el libro solo sirve
para desvalorizar el materialismo dialectico que se pretende sustentar."43
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lmperialismo y cultura by Hernandez Arregui is dedicated almost
exclusively to Sur, but it does not rise above generalities.v' It offers a
basic analysis of the "neocolonial" status of Argentina, then a reading of
Sur in this light, focusing on a few individual writers and on the issue
"Por la reconstruccion nacional." It similarly posits values such as "el
sentimiento nacionallatente," but the vagueness of such an idea is only
too apparent. Any "essentialist" argument is open to question, but it is
easier to put a convincing case for literature of the Caribbean, where the
essential "otherness" can be defined in terms of color, rhythm, land
scape, "marvelous realism" and the like. In Argentina, this is a more
difficult generality to advance.

A partial way out of this problem was offered by the group of
young critics who were to form the magazine Contorno: (Nov. 1953-Apr.
1959): Ismael Vinas, David Vinas, Noe Jitrik, Adelaida Gigli, Ramon
Alcalde, Leon Rozitchner, and later Adolfo Prieto. By a detailed reading
of key Argentine literary texts and con-texts, an attempt was made to
analyze specific literary forms in their politico-cultural conjuncture.
They reinterpreted Arlt (issue no. 2) and Martinez Estrada (issue no. 4),
and offered a reading of nineteenth/twentieth century Argentine novels
(issue no. 5, 6 September 1955). Sur was seen as a product of a master
subject as is shown in Adelaida Gigli's comment: "Porque V.O., no
descubre sino que verifica sus gustos largamente cultivados; no crea
sino que se identifica con las ya determinadas cosas perdurables en un
cerciorarse constante, no lanzada a la verdadera vida espiritual ... sino
a la sociedad de la gente espiritual."45

The journal was also the repository of anti-Peronism as is seen in
Oscar Masotta's article, "Sur 0 el anti-peronismo colonialista" (issue 7, 8
July 1956). This piece is part of a well-balanced issue on Peronism and
once again takes exception to Sur's "Por la reconstruccion nacional." Yet
Masotta's reading of even one number is confined to only two articles
and there is no attempt to see the development of the magazine over a
period of time. Labels such as "V.O." and "anti-peronismo" simply
point towards important ideas, rather than developing them critically.
This group has been responsible for the most substantive criticism of
Argentine literature, often reworking their earlier Contorno insights, and
has revealed much that was weak in Sur's criticism in the 1950s and
1960s. Yet certain key questions-how to analyze a composite text, the
nature of the Sur group, the importance of cultural institutions, the
European cultural matrix-have not been answered in any meaningful
way."?

There have also been more recent attempts at straightforward
class analysis. In Oligarquia y literatura, genuine insights coexist with
often mistaken readings of the authors under discussion. BIas Mata
moro defines Sur in the following manner: "La estructura fundante de la
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cultura de Sur es el salon literario presidido por las grandes damas del
preciosismo heredadas de las reinas-escritores de Navarra y de la 'calle
juela' que corria junto al lecho de madame de Rambouillot."47 Yet, later
in his analysis, he concedes that the running of the magazine was left in
the hands of the middle classes or petty bourgeoisie, although under the
leadership of the oligarchy. The contradictions and confusion in the
argument mask Matamoro's main point, that Sur was able to neutralize
and assimilate different interest groups. A more scientific attempt to link
class background with the production of ideas is offered by Juan Marsal
in his analysis of Argentine and Mexican essayists. He divides them into
two groups, based on their father's occupation: either (a) "clase alta y/o
media acomodada" or (b) "clase media que no alcanca a ser acomo
dada," but comes to no positive conclusions.?"

TOWARDS A READING OF SUR

Sur's claim to be apolitical cannot be seen as an objective reality. Ernesto
Sabato has recently stated that in the magazine "[arnas hubo alli ningtin
filtro ideologico 0 social, solo habia un filtro literario, que en ocasiones
pudo ser equivocado, 10 que es humano."49 Sur can be said to have a
clearly defined position in relation to the Spanish Civil War, the Second
World War, and the Cuban Revolution. Sabato himself resigned from the
Comite de Colaboracion in 1961 because of Victoria Ocampo's attitude
towards Cuba. The response of the magazine to Peronism was also
unambiguous. 50 Similarly, the European orientation of the magazine
should not be seen in purely "universalist" literary terms; it was to play
a strategic political role throughout the Second World War and the
Peronist administrations by defining the boundaries of civilization.

Yet the claim of the magazine to be apolitical is an important
element to be analyzed. In its pages culture was removed from history
and placed in an abstract world of literary tradition. It was defined as a
repository of eternal human values. The unifying element between a
short story by Borges, an essay by Mallea, and a memoir by Victoria
Ocampo is the practical negation of politics, the displacement of history
in the name of a spiritual body which exists outside its confines. This
apparent paradox between commitment and withdrawal becomes clearer
if it is seen in the context of the crisis of liberalism since the 1930s.

Throughout its publication, Sur was a standard-bearer of civiliza
tion at a time when its very values were seen to be threatened world
wide. The emergence of Sur and its espousal of liberalism and elitism
occurs precisely when these are on the defensive in Europe and Argen
tina in the face of nationalist and authoritarian regimes. The response of
Sur in this context is to claim to be above or beyond politics and to
reconstitute liberalism in eternal terms and on a purely cultural level:
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literature demonstrates the superiority of art over life and sets up an
alternative tribunal against which events can be judged.

At the same time, it is asserted that the virtues of literature are
inaccessible to the masses; cultural standards can only be maintained by
a few. Victoria Ocampo illustrates this point when talking of the mass
consumption of Cortazar's novels:

Al mismo tiempo, hecho insolito, el vulgo compra las obras de Cortazar,
(tan luego de Cortazar) y se pasea con sus libros en Torino, 0 en subte 0 en
colectivo. Sin embargo, Cortazar es netamente un autor para minorias, no para
lectores a quienes ha de aburrir fabulosamente ... porque no estan preparados
para digerirlo y saborearlo.... Y que nadie se me ofenda. Frente a la maquina
(sin ir mas lejos, la de mi auto, que manejo) soy el vulgo y requetevulgo.f '

Standards are "known," they are not defined, in fact probably could not
be defined. Sur addressed a group of ideal readers and made a perfectly
circular value judgement, recalling the English critic Leavis' famous re
mark: "That is so, isn't it?" If the readers did not feel or know "that"
already, it could not be explained to them. 52 This made the magazine
particularly vulnerable when asked to explain its premises, especially in
the 1950s and 196Os. As representatives of a minority culture, they could
only defend standards rather than question them. This militant elitism,
with its attempt to reconstitute the lost hegemony of liberalism in uni
versal terms, is perfectly consistent with Sur's more overtly political
stand. The magazine manifested a natural view of the world. What
could be more legitimate than that excellence should assume leadership?
For its "innocence," Sur paid the price. Juaretche charged it in telling
fashion:

Asi a Victoria Ocampo, durante mucho tiempo no le perdonaron su mo
dernismo oponiendole la reticencia de la gazmoneria y tardan bastante en com
prender en que medida la dama culta, par el simple hecho de transferir su vision
europeizante y formar ruicleo en su redor era ... un aliado tacite del sector de
donde provenia y que vino a cumplir en el terreno de las letras, la tarea que la
Sociedad Rural cumplia respecto de la burguesia ... un prestigio, con el sello
de "las formas tradicionales.T':'

The battle was to be a losing one, as even the optimism caused by the
downfall of Peron could not be sustained. The next generation became
increasingly antiliberal, nationalist, and, in the more radical groups,
socialist. The values that had sustained Sur for so long were seen as
largely irrelevant.

It has been assumed from the outset that Sur can be read as a text,
rather than as a mere anthology with no internal cohesion save for the
sum of its individual parts. The arguments against such a reading are
(1) that Sur contains many different literary and ideological view
points.":' (2) that, in the world of literary texts, difference causes no
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discord-only the criterion of quality applies; and (3) that Sur expressed
no single ideology of a social class or group-Sur is neither oligarchic,
since, as Rodriguez Monegal points out, "Borges never owned a ranch
in his life,"55 nor liberal, since it publishes Marxist critics such as Gramsci
or Sartre. Yet Gramsci demonstrates the fallacy of this position: his work
shows that hegemony is not maintained by imposing a uniform ide
ology, but by the way in which different ideological viewpoints are
absorbed by the dominant discourse.w

The one example of Gramsci's publication in Sur illustrates this
point. An issue devoted to Italian literature appeared in 1953, after Vic
toria Ocampo's release from a Peronist jail, and the selection of Gramsci's
prison letters shows him as a fellow-suffering intellectual rather than
one of the most original Marxist thinkers of the twentieth century. In the
same way, the publication of Sartre's ideas on literature is neutralized by
the fact that he is a great French writer. It is only when Sartre and
Merleau Ponty escape from the pages of Sur into magazines such as
Contorno that the social and political implications of their writings emerge.
Certain ideologies and certain writers were excluded from Sur-the case
of Roberto Arlt has already been mentioned-but it is more significant
to look at how the magazine managed to combine dissonant elements
within its discourse. Sur published "ideas," but it was also a cultural
institution occupying a specific place in Argentine letters. It could be
argued that the context in which articles are read can often determine
how they are read. Thus, it is not just by analyzing ideas, but the
institutions that uphold these ideas, that the cultural and social impact
of Sur can be fully understood.

Among the Argentine contributors, using very general categories,
two main groups can be discerned-the one moral, idealist, and essen
tially unstructured (Victoria Ocampo, Mallea, early Martinez Estrada,
Gonzalez Lanuza, and Murena), the other more intellectualized, struc
tured, and linguistic (Borges, Bioy Casares, Silvina Ocampo, Jose Bianco,
Alberto Girri). For the second group, all that redeems the content of a
Mallea essay from the realism of Boedo is its spiritualist dimension and
intention. The division, to use traditional critical terms, is thus between
content and form, but the outlook is fundamentally the same. Both
groups comprise a civilizing minority with similar views as to the nature
of universalism and the role of the intellectual, which have been defined
above. The pages of Sur, in this way, become more than a selection of
heterogeneous texts, and offer a view of literature and life which has
been extremely influential, yet increasingly vulnerable to attack.

It remains to show how much can be gained by reading such
writers as Borges in the context of Sur. Borges himself mocks the whole
idea of a "social" reading: "La interpretacion econornica de la literatura
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(y de la fisica) no es menos vana que una interpretaci6n heraldica del
marxismo 0 culinaria de las ecuaciones cuadraticas, 0 metalurgica de la
fiebre paludica.">? It has already been stated that the 1940s saw the
influence of fantastic literature in Argentina. The study of fantasy has
always been formalist, S8 and the case of Borges is no exception. S9 A
recent critic, John Sturrock, remarks: "There is nothing in them [the
stories of Borges] for those whose tastes are moralistic or sociological;
everything in them is for those whose tastes are literary."60 A study of
Sur, however, can add to this rather one-dimensional view. First, fantasy
can be seen as a group practice: Silvina Ocampo, Borges, Bioy Casares,
and Jose Bianco were all exploring similar themes at the same time. In
fact, they met regularly over dinner to elaborate their attack on psycho
logism and advance the formal perfection of the fantasticl detective story.
This intertextual referent is important: the magazine did not create this
circle, but they certainly used its pages to put forward their ideas. An
other point easily overlooked is that since they were writing for a maga
zine of about one hundred pages, the short story was an obvious genre
to use, a genre that lends itself easily to fantasy.

The stories are often juxtaposed with comments on literature and
politics. Borges published the short story "Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius"
in Sur 68 (May 1940) and wrote in a book review, two issues later:
"Escribo en julio de 1940: cada manana la realidad se parece mas a una
pesadilla. S610 es posible la lectura de paginas que no aluden siquiera a
la realidad: fantasias cosmog6nicas de Olaf Stapledon, obras de teolo
gia, 0 de metafisica, discusiones verbales, problemas frivolos de Queen
o de Nicolas Blake."61 After this, passages such as the 1947 Postdata to
"Tlon" (written, of course, in 1940) seem to make more sense:

Hace 10 afios bastaba cualquier simetria con aparencia de orden-el ma
terialismo dialectico. el anti-semitismo, el nazismo-para embelesar a los hom
bres. lComo no someter a Tlon a la minuciosa y vasta evidencia de un planeta
ordenado? Iruitil responder que la realidad tarnbien esta ordenada. Quiza 10
este, pero de acuerdo a leyes divinas-traduzco a leyes inhumanas-que no
acabamos nunca de percebir.s-

However ironic these passages may be, they still suggest Borges' deep
pessimism about conflicting ideologies and his mistrust of history as
"development."

Critics are usually content to analyze Borges' explicit philosophy
or else give him the benefit of the ironic doubt. In the story "El jardin de
senderos que se bifurcan"-(important to Sur because it published a
protest issue when the anthology of that name failed to win the munici
pal prize)-we are given T'sui Pen's version of a novel in which all
options are open at every stage in the development of the story. Since
we are not reading T'sui Pen's novel, but Borges' fiction, we soon realize
that such a novel is an impossibility, it would literally be non-sense. The
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act of writing is a choice among options and Borges' deliberately in
complete style is one such choice which should not always be taken on
its own terms.

Pierre Macherey has pointed out that, following logically from a
Borges short story, it would be possible to write in such an insufficient
way that the importance of what was not being said could be high
lighted.s? Borges states once again in "Tlon. Uqbar, Orbis Tertius":
"Bioy Casares habia cenado conmigo y nos demor6 una vasta polernica
sobre la ejecuci6n de una novela en primera persona, cuyo narrador
omitiera 0 desfigurara los hechos e incurriera en diversas contradic
ciones, que permitieran a unos pocos lectores-a muy pocos lectores
la adivinaci6n de una realidad banal 0 atroz."64 The reality of a Borges
short story, of what is not said, might be seen not as "banal" or "atroz,"
but rather as a specific response to certain historical options: a reorder
ing of a world that had ceased to make sense in fictions whose abstract
perfection ultimately stifle thought as an active principle. Like Victoria
Ocampo, Borges sees Argentine history as a family affair. In the stories
written at this time, he turns from the "barbarity" of his mother's lineage
to the shelter of his father's library, full of English books. Characters
such as Funes are condemned to die of pulmonary congestion, rather
than encounter their "American Destiny" in a cavalry charge or a knife
fight. 6s In this enclosed world of literature, history is transformed into
art, into fictions which obey certain rules, however eclectic. The problem
with movements such as Peronism is that they do not obey the rules,
and therefore produce bad art: "Hubo asi dos historias: una de indole
criminal, hecho de carceles, torturas, prostituciones, robos, e incendios;
otra, de caracter escenico, hecha de necedades y fabulas para consumo
de patanes."66

This can be seen as an intellectualized rewriting of the Sur maxim
concerning the response to art and the ability to live a civilized, humane
life. The notion of elite culture and the growing gap between culture and
civilization have a social and political character in so far as the threat of
"levelling-down" is clear. Sur felt that it alone could define terms such
as "art" and "civilization." Borges' fiction and essays can thus be seen as
a production at a certain time, in and for a certain group. Such points are
rarely raised by formalist literary criticism.

CONCLUSION: HOUSE/PUBLISHING HOUSE

On a visit to Buenos Aires in 1929, Waldo Frank offered an interesting
insight into the house-and by extension, publishing house-of Vic
toria Ocampo. It was during this visit that the idea of setting up a
magazine was first discussed.
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En este conglomerado de elegancias prestadas ... se ve una casa sen
cilla, espaldo con espaldo del palacio retorico de la embajada espanola. Las
paredes de esta casa son ladrillos blanqueados.... Al pie de la escalera sc ve un
cactus en una caja de espejos ... la duena de esta casa es una hija de conquis
tadores, llamada Victoria Ocampo.... "(Que quise hacer?"-nos dice
"Quise hacer entrar el cielo y los arboles en mis cuartos-Y entraron-Quise
espacio ... ambito ... paredes blancas y desnudas, un fondo tan neutral y tan
claro, que el color de la cubierta de un libro ... una flor en un vaso, fuesen de
pronto una fiesta para los ojos"-Se puede aun ir mas lejos-Dona Victoria ha
copiado muchas cosas de Europa: Los tapetes son de un frances ... las mesas
son inglesas, el amplio globo del hall es del Renacimiento y las lineas arquitecto
nicas son deudoras de las escuelas de Alemania y de Francia. Pero todos estos
detalles han sido transfigurados y dispuestos por una argentina, por una volun
tad americana. Victoria Ocampo ... en su culto a la luz yen su trabajo de estruc
turacion dentro del caos de la Pampa, se ha dado cuenta de que debe tomar el
cactus amargo entre sus manos y apretarle contra su corazon-i-Y ha sido la profe
tisa de su pais."?

This long quotation neatly summarizes the various themes that have
been discussed here. Sur perceived its role as that of a civilizing minority
in the literary and ideological "chaos of the Pampa." It "ordered" the
literary world after the effervescence and experimentation of the 1920s,
and attempted to maintain standards of literary decorum throughout
"troubled" periods such as the Second World War, Peronism, and the
growth of alternative cultural models in the 1960s. As a mirror of Argen
tine cultural activity-"a cactus in a mirror-box"-it must be seen as
fragmented, offering a partial, selective reflection.v" The significance of
Sur's discourse lies as much in what it does not say as in what it reveals.
Similarly, it must not be seen exclusively as the refraction of its founder's
taste, but as the work of a group.

Sur's practice involved an opening to the world, in an attempt to
break away from cultural provincialism-"quise espacio ... ambito."
This involved bringing many writers from Europe and "arranging" them
with Argentine contributors in the pages of the magazine. The arrange
ment has provoked a bitter controversy. Critics of Sur have seen its
strategy as that of "whitewashing" Argentine culture so that the objects
of value-European-can be shown to better effect ("white walls," a
"neutral" background). For Waldo Frank and many others, however,
the organization proved harmonious, not just a copy of foreign styles,
but a real process of transformation. However its work is judged, Sur is
one of the most important achievements in the cultural life of Latin
America in the twentieth century. In this way its founder Victoria
Ocampo-who died recently-can still lay claim, after a lifetime's work
in Sur, to being a "profetisa de su pais."
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